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PREFACE
I wrote this book to prove to myself, friends and acquaintances;
both supportive and doubting alike, that I could actually finish
writing this story, not only for the personal satisfaction of doing
so, but also to become a published and recognized author. This,
virtual fiction and narrative type of story; is expounded-ly and
liberally based on an embellished combination of some of my
more fanciful and lucid dreams. This is my very first novel, but;
I am proud to say that in 1990, I did self-publish a small book of
poems and accompanying B & W photographs of Key West,
Florida, where I lived for four years. “The Andromeda Incident,”
is therefore, the culmination of nearly one year of an on-andoff again effort; on my part, to develop it from just an entry in
my dream journal, to writing a poem about it, then expanding
it into a short story, novella and finally and unbelievingly
expanding it into a full-length novel. “I hope you enjoy it.”

R. J. DeNardo
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Aboard The
Americus

T

his most recent and personal saga of Emrys Myrddin
Calyx begins on Stardate 2348 A.D, while traveling
aboard the Universal League of Planet’s newly
commissioned star cruiser, The Americus. A massive,
five thousand meter long by one thousand meter wide, lank and
linear, platinum plated and ruby dust encrusted starship. This
magnificent, ULOP flagship’s spacious innards was painstakingly
and efficiently designed to make life as comfortable as possible,
for the two hundred and twenty-five or so, crew members
aboard. Each individual crew member, be they human or alien,
were duly assigned, their own adequately sized and force field
enclosed domiciles. Which for safety’s sake, were strewn about
the ship’s sixty-inch thick, alumisteel outer walls. Every private,
living quarter was well outfitted, with luxuries such as, a sizable
replicator galley, one or two spacious bedrooms, bathrooms, and
large circular, portal-view window. They were also amazingly
equipped, with scientifically colored walls, ceilings and carpets
that were specially devised to change colors on, electronicized
command. This astounding feature afforded the domicile’s
individualistic residents, to choose the perfect color scheme to
suit their own personal needs and tastes. Only with permission
though, to do so as long as, they kept within the United League
of Planets’ rigid decorating rules, regulations and color-codes.
The rest of the Americus’ massive, alumisteel alloy fabricated
hull, including connecting tunnels, elevator wall shafts, grilled
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ceilings and floors, were all drably and durably painted in a
somewhat dull grayish/white enameled coating. As were, the
stylishly hidden communicative and electrical wiring tubes,
air ducts and exhaust pipes. The ship’s core and lower levels
contained all the pertinent and essential departments, including
the main command center, engineering department, sick and
docking bays, recreational facilities, and storage and weapon’s
areas. Additionally contained within the ships central core, was
the ostensibly dangerous and highly explosive, Calyaxian crystal
powered, engine room, which was purposely constructed and
positioned, as far away as feasible from any humanoid occupied
areas. All supposedly done so, to protect if possible, all crew
members against possible annihilation.
Life aboard The Americus, on this her six year, maiden
voyage, was nothing less than arrestingly exciting, perturbing,
adventurous and sometimes fraught with unknown
vulnerabilities and everyday confronts, Yes, what we routinely
considered as, commonplace dangers and challenges, such as
from, some inconceivable and entirely unprovoked attack, by
yet some unknown alien enemy. On the other hand, perhaps,
from the possibility of running into and being demolished, by
some planetary sized space debris, or even possibly from, a still
undetected asteroid belt. The ship’s mostly volunteer crew, were
migrating from the very polluted and expiring planet Earth, to
the distant twin worlds of Isa and Jera. Two large, lush, pristine
and sub-tropical planets with magenta and cyan colored skies,
turquoise tinted seas and vegetation that ranged in color from
yellow to red to blue. Both glorious and unspoiled worlds, one
rotating clockwise and the other counterclockwise; located
somewhere in a faraway region of the Milky Way Galaxy.
This as it so happened, was also the eventful year and day
that Emrys Myrddin Calyx was born, which credulously began,
this, his most-recent incarnation as a somewhat, mixed-up, half
alien/human type of hybrid, space-bred entity. Emrys, along
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with many others aboard the Americus, as almost all children
on all ULOP Starships, were genetically engineered from a pair
of D.N.A. molecules, micro-surgically taken from each of their
parents. Emrys’ specific genetic particles were extracted from
his weak willed and frail earthly father, Fraank and his much
more robust, black jaguar-resembling Myrddissian mother,
Bertrande; an exotic, long-lived, highly intelligent, peaceful
and a very beautiful combination of alien species, and various
breeds of large, humanoid-like, cats.
Once Emrys’ parents, very precious and delicate molecules
were meticulously removed, they were carefully placed into
a 5 meter high by 3 meters in circumference, luminous goop
filled, and crystal-clear acryliglass test tube. This one specific,
green goop pervaded test tube, with Emrys’ essence in it, was
only one of thousands of other similar vessels that contained
genetically manipulated genes and embryos. These receptacles
were safely kept under heavy guard for approximately six full
months, in a refrigerated storage bay, positioned deep within
the alumisteel-plated bowel of the starship. And there they, the
ULOP’S future and supposedly loyal nationals, remained, while
they quickly matured into, hopefully normal, healthy and fullterm fetuses.
Soon thereafter, these genetically manufactured and
future descendants were skillfully and indifferently removed,
properly cleansed, disinfected and promptly handed over to
their progenitors for proper care, raising and training. Emrys’
birth seemed routine, except for what the brainy, yet notso ethical geneticists referred to as an inherent glitch in the
developmental process. A secretly and genetically manufactured
and microsurgically implanted, experimental glitch; all of which
meant that ten percent of this particular batch of test-tube
babies produced would be “Double-sexed”. Being Double-sexed
meant, that these unique progenies could, on subliminal mental
command, switch sexes. Therefore, giving them, the ability to
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amazingly transmute themselves into male or female human
or extraterrestrial beings, which allowed them to conceiveably
bear children as any of the three, currently known Terran or
alien genders. Moreover, nothing at all, could possibly be done
piously or scientifically to change that unchangeable fact.
Well guess what, Emrys just happened to be one of that minute,
ten percent born “That Double-Sexed Way.” Unfortunately, of
course, this puzzling glitch threatened his parent’s prominent
and haughty standing in the starship’s scientific community.
His parents, certainly and adamantly denied and squelched all
rumors that their newborn child was or could possibly or in
any way be, “Double-Sexed!” Thankfully, Emerys was and still
continues to be very beholden to the auspicious Myrdissian gods
assisted consultation, in helping him to freely choose, to be born
Double-Sexed and to favor more his Myrddissian mother’s image.
Thus, gratefully enabling him, to inherit his Mother’s feline race’s
superior spiritual, intellectual, emotional, esoteric attributes,
aesthetic characteristics, heightened awareness and all seven
extrasensory instincts; as well as, several of his Mothers, more
prominent physical distinctions. Characteristics such as: her
pointy little ears, blue slitted cat’s eyes, six toed feet, cold stubby
nose, scanty bob tail and her race’s thirty-five hundred year long,
totally disease-free and perfectly, homeostatic life span.
Thankfully though, he did not inherit her thick, black
and luxurious, full coat of sable-like body fur., But he did
inadvertently inherit just a few patches of light, black down,
on his chest, buttocks, legs, arms, underarms and pubic areas.
Unfortunately, for Emerys though, from his father Fraank’s
imperfect earthling side, he inherited the pinkish white
earthling skin, human-like frailties and average height, of some
five feet nine inches tall, and lamentably, his Father’s obstinate
and short-fused temperament.
Most of what Emrys cares to marginally recall, if anything
at all, from his early childhood, was that of being constantly
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teased, ridiculed and verbally, emotionally and physically
abused. Emrys assuredly remembers, that this teasing, ridicule
and abuse were consciously and deliberately done, especially
so, by his deplorable single-sexed parents, teachers, guides,
schoolmasters and schoolmates. This kind of atrocious
treatment and un-called for behavior towards him, no doubt
made him feel thoroughly unwanted and very much unloved
the majority of the time. Can there be any doubt whatsoever
as to the relationship between the way he was treated as a
child, and his becoming and being a rather dysfunctional adult
today? In his current state of mind there can be no doubt at all.
Moreover, can anyone wonder why he has always and somehow
felt out of place, and somewhat different from a very early age
on and right up to this present day. All that Emrys ever wanted
from his single-sexed family, friends and associates, was to be
treated equally and unconditionally accepted for who he was,
nothing more, nothing less.
As Emrys began to obtrusively walk and talk, his lovely
Myrddissian mother, Bertrande began, to somewhat soften,
both her frigid, hardened hearts and her harsh, un-accepting
stance against him. In fact, she eventually and tolerably accepted
his being Double-sexed, finally realizing that no matter what;
he would always be her very special little man. But, soon after
his mother’s unequivocal acceptance of him, his father grew
even more mean tempered, abusive and aloof. Subsequently,
thereafter, Fraank began leaving home more often for extended
periods of time and actually started having affairs with purely
human women. Ultimately, he began shacking up with some
certain earthling floozy, named Ermena. This space hussy
eventually had the audacity to cajole Fraank, to promptly
abandon, his alien wife and disown his only child. Of course,
Emrys’ asinine father, without any qualms whatsoever, impishly
agreed to her unyielding and harsh requests. Could Emrys’ father
commit a greater crime? Well, in fact, yes, because upon this
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most eventful and rueful day, something even more dreadful
occurred to both Emrys and his mother Bertrande. Something,
that Emrys, would never let his atrocious father and his fricken
girly friend, Ermena, ever, ever forget, for as long as they lived. A
tragic event that was permanently branded into Emrys’ pliable,
child-like psyche.
The Americus, the ULOP’s pride and joy, was traveling at
maximum speed, or at just about, one thousand thirteen times
the speed of light, through some, as yet uncharted and unfamiliar
portion of deep space, when unbelievably, the Ship’s Captain
rather stupidly, yet deliberately entered, “the Badlands.” It, being
a well-known and disputed territory between the League of
Planets and the Aurelian Empire. So, before even a nanosecond
passed, the StarCruiser Americus was enigmatically ambushed
and viciously attacked by a somehow unseen and undetected
Aurelian BattleSaucer. A one thousand kilometer sized, ebony
hued, diamond shaped and encrusted, hyper-driven, fifty crew
member sized, and amply armed saucer-shaped warship. The
“Mantis,” unlike most Aurelian Assault-Craft, was equipped
with a “Phantomizing Device,” a mimicking apparatus that
enabled it to duplicate any form and or object, perfectly.
So, this well masqueraded Aurelian Warship, in the
guise of a ponderous asteroid, was able to closely approach,
the Americus without anyone at all, noticing. Enabling the
previously guised Aurelian Warship, before any defensive action
could be taken by Americus’ completely unawares crew, to
strategically and secretively fire its large array of atomic particle
weapons. Theretofore, immediately and effectively causing the
StarCruiser Americus, to suffer major structural damage, totally
disabling its electric power supply, as well as, its communicative,
star-drive and assault capabilities. Once the cruel Aurelian crew
realized the Americus’ hopeless predicament, they quickly and
magnetically docked, their presently visible and recognizable
BattleSaucer. They then blasted open its airlock doors and
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boarded the now un-defendable and powerless ULOP Starship,
Americus. Un-defendable and vulnerable in the fact that
since the Americus’ crew members, were so utterly absorbed,
running around like, the proverbial chicken with its head cut
off. Not only frantically attempting to contain their oxygenrich atmosphere, simulated gravity field, but also, as much of
the structural integrity of the starship as possible.
Basically, they were just too darn busy prioritizing, to
even think about defending themselves against the soon-tobe boarding Aurelians. Plus the fact that they could hardly see
anything whatsoever, even if they desperately cared at all, to
try. Yes, not even see, an inch or two in front of their hands.
Due to the fact, that most of the Americus’ corridors were
now, very poorly lit with flickering emergency lights and filled
with severely thick, pea-soup-like noxious smoke. Making it;
therefore, just too ostensibly difficult, to even attempt to find
the nearly invisible weapon’s storage area.
Emrys’ Myrddissian mother Bertrande, being enigmatically
and telepathically forewarned of the alien’s imminent arrival
and presence, tried desperately to stealthily conceal her most
cherished child, inside one of the toilet’s grilled air duct
compartments. Emrys now, supposedly well and unfindably
hidden, his overly protective mother, lovingly, yet sternly,
begged him: “Please, Please Emrys, my darling, be absolutely
quiet”! “Damn it Emrys, I don’t want to hear a peep out of you,
Understand”? Emerys being so frightened and not really able
to realize and understand what was behind the reason of being
stuffed into a toilet air duct and why he had to shut-up and
be quiet. Poor Emrys, trying very hard to placate his mother
the best he could humanly do, just wimpishly and sarcastically
responded with a: “Yesss Mama”! “But I don’t wanna be up
here.” “I don’t like you hollerin’ at me”! Bertrande not caring at
all for his sarcastic tone and humanistic whimpering, cut him
off sharply, angrily retorted and falsely told her tremulous son:
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“Please, my precious, if you just faithfully obey my every word”;
if you precisely do as I ask, I promise that everything will be
okay.” And if he did not, now truthfully, yet angrily telling him:
“Because if you don’t listen to me and not do exactly as I tell
you, those mean Ol’ Bogy Men; those Crocks, you hate so much,
will surely find you, capture and most definitely kill you!” “Do,
you understand what I am trying to tell you, Emrys?”
Unfortunately, before Emrys could sobbingly respond to
his mother wishes, he was soon to realize that it was presently
too late to do a damn thing. That he just better and now keep his
confounded mouth shut. For you see from his strategic vantage
point, being well hidden and very silent, he could already see
the fast and viciously approaching Crocks. Consequently,
before he could get another “peep out,” he soon was gruesomely
witnessing his mothers as well as a majority of other defenseless
crew members, being savagely slaughtered, by those bogeymenlike, vile Aurelians. These merciless, over seven feet in height,
malicious and vicious Aurelians gleefully butchered their
terrified and hapless victims, using their proficient six inch,
needle sharp claws and crocodile-like teeth to do so. They
also expertly used their twelve inch, very opulently decorated
Aurelian blades, to eviscerate and fiendishly finish off their
now exceedingly bloody, sacrificial-like prey. Therefore, by the
time these devilish brutes were finished savagely butchering
Emrys’ mother and hundreds of other crew members, the entire
white enameled tunnel ways were completely covered. Vulgarly
covered and spattered with a loathsome mixture of crimson
and green blended blood, grossly mangled innards and entrails,
from human, alien and Myrddissian beings alike.
It was resolutely rumored that those nefarious Aurelians,
from early childhood on, were fiercely taught to detest
everything about human beings and anyone, who had anything
to do with those weak willed and frail, tailless humanoid beasts.
They were also efficiently instructed on how to slowly and
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effectively slaughter, with inflicting as much pain as possible
upon their feeble and undeserving to live, ape-like prey. Well,
after personally witnessing such a hideous demonstration and
display of their learned behavior, and the grisly aftermath
thereof, Emrys knew darn well that these so-called rumors were
in no doubt, factual and true. Emrys therefore, discerned that
there was nothing that he could have possibly of done, being
just a mere and petrified child, to have prevented and saved
his Mother and Americus’ crew, from losing their precious and
quickly ebbing lives. He also presently and most assuredly knew,
that he had to somehow survive and save his own beleaguered
and now, truly endangered life.
So, while in such a frantic and self-preserving state, Emerys
quite frantically and hurriedly closed his tear-filled eyes, and
concurrently pricked up his scream filled ears, very, very tightly
with both his tiny, entirely blood and gut covered, quivering
hands. Therefore, in his perfect state of total denial, he could
deliberately and psychologically shut out all unwanted and
disheartening sights and sounds. He resolutely and emotionally
closed down his conscious mind and went deep, deep into his
unconscious self, knowing darn well he had to undoubtedly and
unequivocally prevail, if he was ever to and lustfully revenge his
mother’s horrific death. Yes, he partly, yet maliciously blamed
the entire Aurelian race, the first malevolent race of alien
beings encountered by humankind. But most assuredly, Emrys
indignantly blamed his horrid father for failing to protect
and rescue, both his mother and himself. Knowing very well,
as he correctly assumed, that his father, was more than likely
fearfully hiding with his space slut Ermena, instead of being
where he ought to have been; along side his succumbing wife
and imperiled son.
After what seemed like several days of fretful hiding, to a
frightened five-year-old lad, a most welcomed message, finally
came across the Americus’ loudspeaker system, announcing that:
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“Those God damn, Bastard Crocks Are Gone!” Unbelievably,
dutifully and screechfully broadcast by some wretched sounding
survivor, after it was later discovered, that for some unexplainable
reason the Aurelians left the nearly demolished Americus
forthwith and quickly disappeared without a trace into deep
and uncharted space. Thankfully, and somewhat surprisingly,
within thirty brief minutes after the Aurelians’ baffling and
sudden departure the ship was again being docked with and
robustly boarded. But, this time around, by the Universal League
of Planet’s massive saucer shaped, gold plated and heavily armed
BattleCrusier, Osirus; that appreciatively carried one hundred
aptly and fiercely trained Astro-Marines. Soon after the most
welcomed Marines had boarded the Americus, another and
most reassuring bulletin was subsequently thereafter and
readily beamed throughout the entire ship. This time they
excitedly broadcast, unto all alien and human crew member
survivors aboard;”yeah! The Astro-Marines had arrived”! “It is
now totally safe and okay to come out of hiding.” Presently, out
of some two hundred original crew members, only twenty-five
badly wounded, maimed or dying survivors came crawling out.
Unfortunately, and lucklessly for Emrys, two particular people
who were among those, who somehow amazingly survived,
were his lamentable father Fraank and his ragged female girly
friend Ermena.
Seeing that they, somehow matter of factly survived, sent
Emrys into an uncontrollable fit of anger and crying spell. He
began to promptly rant, rave and run aimlessly throughout
the Starship Americus’ now devastated decks. And shouting
such profanities such as: “Damn fricken, fricken prick-heads!”
Etcetera, etcetera, etcetera...” Profanities that no adult could
possibly imagine a child of his age could, should, would know or
loudly and uncaringly blurt out. It was just his way of venting his
grievous anger and his way of desperately trying to comprehend
why his mother was allowed to die, and those prick-heads, Fraank
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and Ermena, somehow survived. Emrys soon found a good
hiding place to conceal himself. Madly thinking that he would
be completely un-find-able inside an inky dark storage bin,
located, deep down, in the ship’s lower level docking bay. Emrys
hid rather opportunely, at least until a cosmic marine search
party found him almost straightaway. These gruff militiamen
had to practically drag him out, putting up with his intolerable
and animalistic bellowing, biting, kicking and writhing, for what
seemed like an eternity. After though, what was truly only 15
excruciating minutes, they gladly and thankfully handed him
over to the brusque custody of his traitorous father, Fraank and
his recent and very homely bride, Ermena.
But of course, you can just imagine what may have ostensibly
happened to poor little Emrys, after that infantile and beastly
scene of his took place? Well, he was quickly drugged up with
two hundreds milligrams of some sort of concoction made from
the mixing of cocaine, opium and marijuana juice. He was then
furtively taken to his father’s badly decorated abode, stripped
naked, shackled and thrown down, dishrag-like, into a force
field enmeshed walk-in closet. And, there he remained, against
his weakened will, kept a virtual prisoner under figurative and
literal lock and key. Yes, kept under his hysterical and crazed
father’s and bitch-full stepmother’s watchful eye and abrasive
control, until they reached their destination; the space city of
Jerisa; an enormously sized, space station city orbiting the lush
and pristine planets of Isa and Jera. Of which they reached
swiftly and miraculously within forty-five days, doing so by
traveling at fifteen plus hyper speed aboard their rescuers’
BattleCruiser, the Osirus.
Oh, by the way, there was of course, a full investigation as
to why the Americus may have been attacked. An account of
the no-so-well-liked Captains, log, that was inadvertently found
later, that brashly stated; Emrys’ thus quotes: “The attack took
place without probable cause and or provocation!” End quote!
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That is all the Americus’ captain Chac Mool, a two hundred
fifty-year-old, highly esteemed, yet slightly neurotic Isanian
would openly say and honestly admit to. He of course was
personally blamed for the loss of one hundred seventy five
innocent and irreplaceable lives. And soon thereafter quickly
dismissed, relieved from active duty and shamefully re-assigned
to an insignificant little Martian prison camp for the criminally
insane. Of where and which Emrys was relatively sure, he would
feel, quite comfortably at home.
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